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Let U and V be Hilbert spaces, L: U “ V be a bounded linear operator, and N:
U “ V be a nonlinear operator. Consider the semilinear operator equation
Lu q Nu s ¤ and the corresponding linear equation Lu s ¤ where ¤ g V. In this
paper we prove appropriate solvability of the semilinear system under the following
 .  .assumptions: i the linear equation is approximately solvable; ii N is compact;
1 . 5 5 5 5 < <iii Nu F A q B u for A ) 0, B ) 0, and B is such that B - where c is ac
 .constant described in the text; iv range of N is contained in range of L. Q 2000
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let U and V be Hilbert spaces, L: U “ V be a bounded linear
operator, and N: U “ V be a nonlinear operator. Consider the semilinear
equation Lu q Nu s ¤ and the corresponding linear equation Lu s ¤ ,
where ¤ g V is arbitrary.
Let us denote the semilinear and linear equations given above by
w x w xU, V, L q N and U, V, L , respectively.
w xw x.DEFINITION. U, V, L q N U, V, L is exactly solvable if the range of
 .L q N range of L is V.
If the range is dense in V then the system is called approximately
solvable.
w x w xIn 6 Russell analyzed the problem for U, L, V , and Joshi and Suka-
w x w xvanam 3 analyzed approximate solvability of U, V, L q N with a uni-
formly bounded nonlinear operator N. Some exact controllability results
w xfor semilinear systems were considered in 2 . In this paper our aim is to
w x w xextend the results of 3 on approximate solvability of U, V, L q N for an
39
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unbounded nonlinear operator N. As a special case of this result we obtain
approximate controllability of certain semilinear control systems discussed
w x w xin 5 by Naito and in 4 by Sukavanam.
2. PRELIMINARIES
 .  .  .For a given operator A let D A , R A , and N A denote the domain,0
range, and null space of A, respectively. A* denotes the adjoint of A, E
and EH are the closure and orthogonal complement of a set E. x “ xn
 .  .x “ x means strong weak convergence of a sequence x to x.n n
 :? , ? denotes an inner product on a Hilbert space H.H
 . w xIf R L s V then LL*: V “ V is one]one and R LL* s V 5 . Since .
 .H  .R L* s N L any element u g U can be uniquely represented as0
u s n q u* when n g N L and u* g R L* . 2.1 .  .  .0
 4  .  4LEMMA 1. If Z is a sequence in R L* such that LZ is con¤ergent inn n
 4V then Z is con¤ergent in V.n
Proof. Let LZ “ ¤ g V. Since Z g R L* for any given e ) 0 we .n 0 n n
5 5  4can find a ¤ g V such that Z y L*¤ F e . Now by choosing a real en n n n n
 4such that lim e s 0 we get a sequence L*¤ such that LL*¤ “ ¤ .A“‘ n n n 0
Hence,
 :  :LL*¤ , ¤ “ ¤ , ¤ ; ;n g V ,n 0
which implies that
 :  :¤ , LL*¤ “ ¤ , ¤ ; ;n g V .n 0
Since R LL* s V and ¤ is bounded by the Banach]Steinhaus theorem . 0
w x  4 5 51 , it follows that ¤ is bounded. That is, ¤ F k for all n, where k is an n
constant independent of n. Now for a given e ) 0 and n and m suffi-
ciently large we get
25 5  :L* ¤ y ¤ s LL* ¤ y ¤ , ¤ y ¤ .  .n m n m n m
5 5 5 5F LL* ¤ y ¤ ? ¤ y ¤ .n m n m
F e ? 2k , 2.2 .
 4  4as LL*¤ is convergent and ¤ is bounded.n n
 .  4  4From 2.2 it follows that L*¤ and hence Z is a convergentn n
sequence in R L* . .
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3. APPROXIMATE SOLVABILITY
We assume the following conditions on L and N:
w xa. U, V, L is approximately solvable.
b. N is compact.
5 5 5 5c. NU F A q B u for some positive constants A and B.
 .  .d. R N : R L .
Let u g U be a solution of Lu s ¤ for some ¤ g V. Define the
operator f : R L* “ R L* such that .  .u
f y s Z where LZ s yN u q y . 3.1 .  .  . .u
 .  .The operator f is well defined due to condition d and 2.1 .u
LEMMA 2. f : R L* “ R L* is compact. .  .u
 4  .Proof. Let y be a bounded set in R L* and f y s Z ; LZ s .n u n n n
 .yN u q y .n
5 5 5 5 5  .5 5 5  .If y F r then LZ s N u q y F A q B u q B ? r s R say .n n n
 4Since N is compact, it follows that LZ has a convergent subsequencen
which we denote by the same sequence.
 4Now from Lemma 1 it follows that Z has a convergent subsequencen
and hence f is compact.u
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5LEMMA 3. If u F r, y F R, and NZ F A q B Z then
5 5f y F C A q B r q R for some suitable constant C ) 0. 3.2 .  .  . .u
5  .5 5 5  . 5 5 5  .5Proof. f y s Z where LZ: yN u q y and LZ s N u q yu
 .F A q B r q R .
 .Now we show that there exists a constant C such that 3.2 holds.
 4  4 5 5If not, then there exist sequences Z and y such that y F R andn n n
 .  . 5 5f y s Z ; LZ s yN u q y , and Z ) n for all n. But from com-u n n n n n
 4pactness of N we get LZ is compact. Now from Lemma 1 it follows thatn
 4Z has a convergent subsequence which is a contradiction.n
Hence the result.
1LEMMA 4. If B - then the operator f : R L* “ R L* has a fixed .  .uC
point in the ball of radius R if
C A q Br .
R ) . 3.3 .
1 y B ? C
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5 5  .  .Proof. Let y - R and f y s Z where LZ s yN u q y . Thenu
5 5   ..from Lemma 3 we get Z F C A q B r q R .
  ..Hence f maps the ball B of radius R into itself if C A q B r q Ru R
 .  .- R, which implies 3.3 . For the right-hand side of 3.3 to be positive it is
1required that B - .C
Hence by Browder's fixed point theorem there exists a fixed point y
 .g R L* such that f y s y. . u
Now we prove the main result.
1 .  .THEOREM. In addition to the conditions a ] d if the condition B - isC
w xsatisfied then the semilinear system U, V, L q N is approximately sol¤able.
Proof. Let u g U be a solution of the linear equation LU s ¤ for
 .some ¤ g R L which is dense on V.
5 5  .Let u F r say ; since 1 y BC ) 0 we can find a real number R ) 0
such that
C A q Br .
R ) .
1 y BC
From Lemma 4, it follows that there exists a y g B ; R L* such .0 R
 .  .that f y s y where Ly s yN u q y .u 0 0 0 0
 .  .Hence, L u q y q N u q y s Lu s ¤ which implies that u q y is a0 0 0
 .solution of Lx q Nx s ¤ . That is, ¤ g R L q N .
 .  .Therefore, R L ; R L q N .
Hence the result.
4. APPLICATION TO CONTROL SYSTEM
w xLet V s i and U s L 0, T : V . Let A be a self-adjoint operator on V2 2
 4  4defined by Ae s l e where e is an orthonormal basis of V and l is ai i i i i
decreasing sequence of positive numbers such that Lt l s l ) 0.i“‘ i 0
Consider the following semilinear control system defined on U:
x s Ax q u q F x ; .Ç
4.1 .
x 0 s 0; .
 .  .where x s x , x , . . . , x ??? g U and u s u , u ??? g U, respectively,1 2 n 1 2
are the state and control variables. Let F be the nonlinear function from
  ..    ..   .. .V into itself defined by F x t s f x t , f x t ??? 0 F t F T , where1 2
  .. 5  .5  .f x t s b x t q a, a and b are positive constants, and f x s 0 for¤1 i
i s 2, 3, . . . . Then F satisfies Lipschitz continuity. The mild solution of
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 .4.1 is given by
t t
x t s S t y s u s ds q S t y s F x s ds, 4.2 .  .  .  .  .  . .H H
0 0
 .where S t is the C -semigroup of bound linear operators on V generated0
 .  l1 t l2 t .by A and is defined by S t x s e x , e x , . . . . It can be seen that1 2
5  .5 l1T  .  .S t F e s M say for 0 F t F T. Let L denote the linear system
 .  .corresponding to 4.1 ; it is obtained by putting F ’ 0 in 4.1 . Now define
T  .  .the operator L: U “ V as Lu s H S T y s u s ds. Then the adjoint0
 l1Tys. l2Tys. .operator L*: V “ U is given by L*j s e j , e j , . . . where1 2
 .j s j , j , . . . g V.1 2
 .DEFINITION. The system 4.1 is said to be approximately controllable if
  .  .  . 4the reachable set x T rx ? is a solution of 4.2 for some u g U is dense
in V.
 .The approximate controllability of L is defined in a similar way.
 .The approximate controllability of the linear system L has been shown
w xby Triggiani 7 .
Now let u s L*j . Then
22 l T0e y 12 2 25 5 5 5 5 5Lu s LL*j G jV V V /2l0
and
4e2 l1T ? Tl202 2 2 22 l T15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u s L*j F e ? T j F Lu .U U V V22 l T0e y 1 .
Therefore, the constant C mentioned in Lemma 3 is
l T1'2l T e0
. 4.3 .2 l T0e y 1 .
 . 5 5From 4.2 it can be shown using Gronvel's inequality that x F n qU
5 5d u , whereU
2 M bT 2 M bTe y 1 MT e y 1 .
n s MaT and d s .((
2 Mb 2b
Define the operator N: U “ V as Nu s LFx where x is the solution of
 .4.2 corresponding to the control u.
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Hence,
'5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Nu s LFx F L a T q b x .V V U
'5 5 5 5 5 5F L a T q bn q L ? b ? d u . . U
l1'5 5Let B s L ? b ? d F e T ? bd .
 .From Theorem 1 it follows that the system 4.1 is approximately
1controllable if B - , i.e., ifC
l T 2Tl1 0'e ? T e y 1
2 M bT'? 2 MbT e y 1 - . 4.4 .  .
l T1 '2 2 e T ? l0
 .Hence, 4.4 gives a sufficient condition for the approximate controllability
 .of 4.1 .
w x  .In 4 , it has been shown that the system 4.1 is approximately control-
lable if
2 MbT - 1, 4.5 .
 .  .under the following assumptions: i the system L is approximately
 .  .  .controllable, ii A generates a compact semigroup S t , iii the Nemytskii
 .operator F satisfies Lipschitz continuity, iv the nonlinear operator F:
5 5 5 5V “ V satisfies the growth condition Fx F a q b x . The constant MV V
 . 5  .5in Eq. 4.5 is an upper bound of S t for 0 F t F T.
w xRemark. From the proof of Theorem 1 of 4 it can be seen that the
above result holds well even for noncompact semigroups if the range of F:
V “ V is finite dimensional, which is the case in the example.
 .  .Now we show that the sufficient condition 4.4 is better than 4.5 for
 .some values of T. In Eq. 4.1 the nonlinear operator F has one-dimen-
5  .5sional range in V, satisfies Lipschitz continuity on U, and F x F a qV
5 5  .b x . By choosing b such that 2 MbT s 1, condition 4.5 is violated. ButV
 .condition 4.4 becomes
l ? Te2 l1T 10 F ,2 l T0 'e y 1 e y 1
which is valid for some positive values of l , l , and T.1 0
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